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part return to its old way of life, and regain most of
its social prestige. But as a class it Is relatively much
less distinguished by riches than before the revolution.
Much of the property and nearly all of the power have
passed to the old inhabitants of the island. Fusion
is easier when there is equality of condition : and
though the division upon questions of religion may
tend to some estrangement, the old territorial aris-
tocracy and the professional classes allied with it
will, probably, be at least as effectually merged in the
Irish people as are the Catholic royalists in Republican
France, Already they have, as a class, recognised
that if they are to remain Irishmen they must be
citizens of the Free State, and have shaped their
conduct accordingly. Upon the result to them within
the Free State, and upon their report of it, the attitude
of Ulster must ultimately depend. Ireland outside
Ulster has first to absorb completely into the Irish;
people that Anglo-Irish element, differing in .outlook and:
in'race, which forty years. ago controlled the .country,
• Later, • it may persuade the Anglo-Irish to sacrifice,
something' of the complete ascendancy which they,
possess in the Six Counties in order to secure their,
position in Ireland as a whole.
If prejudices could be removed, the task of fusion
would not be difficult. Outside of Ireland, all meet as
fellow-countrymen. But in Ireland there was always
the question of nationality, which resolved itself into
a question of ascendancy. " If two men ride a horse,
one of them must sit In front/5 Is a phrase by which
the difficulty was expressed. The people could not
be a nation because equality of Individuals, which
logically means decision by majorities, wasjnot ac-
cepted. It is difficult to see how Ireland can become
a properly constituted nation until that principle of
democracy is accepted for the whole country.

